Dear Autobahn CC Member,

We are pleased to announce that we have retained Daniel Wohlfeil Design Ltd. to be the strategic
architect and designer to assess our current clubhouse and the overall Autobahn CC experience. We
selected Dan after looking at several architectural firms and feel he is the best fit, as a strategic thinker,
and notable industry expert, with an effective hands-on approach. Dan and his team’s specialty is
clubhouse design and they also have a strong background in restaurant design, focusing on the dining
and bar area experience. Dan served six years on the board of directors of the River Forest Country Club
and was responsible for their full clubhouse re-design several years ago.
Highlights of Dan’s recent work include a spectacular Scottish village style clubhouse and performance
center at Mistwood Golf club in Romeoville which opened in 2016, the design and architect work for the
Chicago Highlands Golf Club in Westchester IL, opening this summer, and the design and architect work
for The Preserve at Oak Meadows in Addison IL, scheduled to open in 2020, among other notable
projects. Dan and his team were also actively involved in the strategic long-range planning and major
harbor and clubhouse renovation for the historic Grosse Pointe Yacht Club in Grosse Pointe MI in 2014.
Prior to the inception of his firm in 2008, Dan’s 15-year tenure with McDonald’s Corporation gave Dan
the opportunity to lead the design concepts and development of more than 30,000 restaurants
worldwide. Dan is acclaimed for his key role in the reinvention of the McDonald’s drive-thru design
where he introduced the concept of ‘Carchitecture’ as the design intent bridging design with consumer
experience and operational efficiency. Dan holds five patents for this design.
Dan’s primary focus at Autobahn will be with respect to a new or renovated clubhouse to ensure the
club is positioned for adaptability and growth, while incorporating those amenities and experiences
important to increasing clubhouse utilization and important for retaining and attracting Club members.
Please visit Dan’s website at danielwohlfeildesign.com to get a better feel for his work. Dan will be
visiting the Club frequently over the next several months and we encourage you meet Dan and give him
your feedback. Dan’s next visit to the Club will be at the Rally X event on January 20, 2018 from 11:00
a.m. to 3:00 p.m. Again, we encourage you to reach out to Dan and provide Dan with your feedback. If
you cannot meet Dan at the Rally X event, Dan will be available on couple of set dates over the next
month or so. We will let you know in advance those dates when Dan is available to meet at the Club.
This is an exciting time for Autobahn CC, and we want to be as transparent as possible as we develop our
plans and move forward with the project. We look forward to sharing a more refined program of our
direction and conceptual designs in the new future.
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